Honda foreman es 4x4

We gave the FourTrax Foreman a tough cc engine that cranks out plenty of horsepower and
torque. Available on our Electric Shift Program ESP model, this single lever is a big
improvement when it comes to convenience and ease of operation. The Foreman 4x4 rear
swingarm with its solid axle provides superior capability for towing and hauling. Its long
suspension stroke and plush seat let you tackle your favorite trail or the toughest chores in
comfort all day long. You can quickly attach and detach accessories like our cargo boxes,
without tools, for added flexibility and convenience. Wonder which Honda ATV has the right mix
of features for your needs? Our online ATV Chooser tool makes it easy to zero in. American
Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Model Shown. Everyone who works with their hands
learns a truth early on: Never cut corners when it comes to your tools. All three models offer
features like a powerful cc engine, tough front and rear racks, an easy-to-use reverse system, a
handy utility box and more. Looking for a machine with independent rear suspension IRS?
Right this way: Check out our Foreman Rubicon models. Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take
a training course and read their owner's manual thoroughly. Download Brochure. Left Arrow
Right Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are now leaving the Honda
Powersports web site and entering an independent site. Being able to count on crisp
performance and starting under any conditions is a must for anyone who depends on their ATV.
Thanks to Honda Programmed Fuel Injection PGM-FI â€”featuring a 34mm throttle body, hole
injector, and an oxygen sensor that allows the fuel mapping to instantaneously adjust to any
riding conditionâ€”the Rancher not only ensures trouble-free operation in the cold and at
varying altitudes, it reduces emissions and enhances fuel efficiency. You can quickly attach and
detach accessories like our cargo boxes, without tools, for added flexibility and convenience.
Wonder which Honda ATV has the right mix of features for your needs? Our online ATV
Chooser tool makes it easy to zero in. American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Nobody
knows what you wantâ€”or needâ€”like you. Every one is loaded with the features you want,
like rugged front and rear racks, a spacious front utility compartment, wide front drive-shaft
guards, and an easy-to-use reverse system. Plus, our automatic DCT models give you an
override shifting control, making this great transmission choice even better. Important Safety
Information: Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Honda recommends that all
ATV riders take a training course and read their owner's manual thoroughly. Download
Brochure. Left Arrow Right Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are now leaving
the Honda Powersports web site and entering an independent site. Every Foreman Rubicon
model features a tough cc engine with the horsepower and torque to you need for great
performance. This power also gives it better hill-climbing ability. Bottom line: Work or play, this
is one ATV that always delivers! Available on our Automatic DCT models, this single lever is
convenient and easy to operate. You can quickly attach and detach accessories like our cargo
boxes, without tools, for added flexibility and convenience. Wonder which Honda ATV has the
right mix of features for your needs? Our online ATV Chooser tool makes it easy to zero in.
American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Remember when people used to say that
something rode like a truck? The same went for ATVsâ€”some of them left you pretty beat up
after a few hours in the saddle. Plus, we give every Rubicon a single-cylinder cc engine, tough
front and rear racks, an easy-to-use reverse system, bold styling, a handy utility box, and more.
Rides like a truck? No wayâ€”it rides like a Rubicon! Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Download Brochure. Left Arrow Right
Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are now leaving the Honda Powersports web
site and entering an independent site. We gave the FourTrax Foreman a tough cc engine that
cranks out plenty of horsepower and torque. Compact and light-weight, the Foreman's
overhead-valve, semi-dry-sump design creates an engine that's not only shorter from top to
bottom, but one that enhances handling by lowering the center of gravity and increasing ground
clearance. Available on our Electric Shift Program ESP model, this single lever is a big
improvement when it comes to convenience and ease of operation. The vehicle display will tell
you when the diff lock is fully engaged. Our rock-solid TraxLok system lets you select either
2WD or 4WD, giving you the freedom to choose between lighter steering in 2WD and maximizing
available traction in 4WD when you need it most. Both speed- and torque-sensitive, Honda's
Electric Power Steering on Foreman EPS models excels at reducing steering effort and kickback
through the handlebar. It's a big help when riding in ruts, over rocks or on long side hills. A
specially engineered mounting system for the EPS unit increases strength and rigidity.
Upshifting and downshifting has never been this easy: With Honda's optional ESP system, you
get the ease of push-button shifting with the strength of a conventional transmission. To shift
up or down all you have to do is push one of two handlebar-mounted buttons. Since there's no
foot-shift lever, ESP is also a bonus when riding in heavy mud- or snow-covered boots. By

incorporating an oxygen sensor into the system, the Foreman delivers both better fuel
efficiency and lower emissions. The ECU instantly adjusts the fuel injection mapping to match
riding conditions for maximum fuel efficiency. The result: more time on the trail and more
money in your pocket. Our time-tested Honda engine is liquid-cooled to provide more
consistent operating temperatures and more power than a comparable air-cooled engine. This
adds up to better performance and longer engine life. By orienting the engine crankshaft front
to back, we route the flow of power straight to the wheels without any unnecessary right-angle
detours, reducing powertrain friction and putting more grunt to the ground. The Foreman 4x4
rear swingarm with its solid axle provides superior capability for towing and hauling. Its long
suspension stroke and plush seat let you tackle your favorite trail or the toughest chores in
comfort all day long. You can quickly attach and detach accessories like our cargo boxes,
without tools, for added flexibility and convenience. Powerful twin headlights offer excellent
illumination for the task at hand. It features a tank and side covers that come off in one piece
and without using any tools. That means quick and easy access to the engine. The perfect size
for small items you want to access quicklyâ€”like a cell phone, GPS, or a spare pair of gloves.
An alternator offering extra output means the Foreman is capable of handling more of your
accessory power needs. With strong, steel cargo racks front and rear, both offering increased
flat surface area than earlier models, the Foreman is ready to carry what you need. Crisp lines,
powerful graphics and great color choices all ensure your Foreman makes a bold a statement.
Superior ergonomics have always been a Honda priority, and the Foreman is no exception.
American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting FourTrax Foreman 4X4. Show More. You are
now leaving the Honda Powersports web site and entering an independent site. Everyone who
works with their hands learns a truth early on: Never cut corners when it comes to your tools.
All three models offer features like a powerful cc engine, tough front and rear racks, an
easy-to-use reverse system, a handy utility box and more. Looking for a machine with
independent rear suspension IRS? Right this way: Check out our Foreman Rubicon models. We
gave the FourTrax Foreman a tough cc engine that cranks out plenty of horsepower and torque.
Compact and light-weight, the Foreman's overhead-valve, semi-dry-sump design creates an
engine that's not only shorter from top to bottom, but one that enhances handling by lowering
the center of gravity and increasing ground clearance. Available on our Electric Shift Program
ESP model, this single lever is a big improvement when it comes to convenience and ease of
operation. The vehicle display will tell you when the diff lock is fully engaged. The Foreman 4x4
rear swingarm with its solid axle provides superior capability for towing and hauling. Its long
suspension stroke and plush seat let you tackle your favorite trail or the toughest chores in
comfort all day long. You can quickly attach and detach accessories like our cargo boxes,
without tools, for added flexibility and convenience. Powerful twin headlights offer excellent
illumination for the task at hand. Exterior Colors:. Product Details Specifications Photos. Call Us
At Have Questions? Send a Message. Displacement cc. Cooling System Liquid-cooled. Bore
96mm. Stroke Compression Ratio 9. Starter Electric with optional auxiliary recoil. Ignition
Full-transistorized type with electronic advance. Transmission Five-speed with Reverse.
Driveline Direct front and rear driveshafts with TraxLok and front differential lock. Clutch
Automatic. Front Suspension Independent double-wishbone. Front Travel in. Rear Suspension
Swingarm with single shock. Rear Travel in. Front braking system Dual hydraulic mm discs.
Rear braking system Sealed mm mechanical drum. Front Tire 25 x Rear Tire 25 x Wheelbase
Seat Height Length Width Height Ground Clearance 7. Turning Radius Fuel Capacity 3. Rack
capacity, front 88 pounds. Rack capacity, rear pounds. Curb Weight pounds Includes all
standard equipment, required fluids and a full tank of fuelâ€”ready to ride. Colors Red, Moose
Brown. Features Important Safety Information: Recommended for riders 16 years of age and
older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their owner's
manual thoroughly. Warranty One Year: Transferable, limited warranty. Product Photography.
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